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Max Lax is proud to introduce Max Press
Max Press will feature periodic articles during the season from former
coach and IHSLA founder Byron Stankus. These can be seen on the
Max Lax website. The articles will give perspectives, insights and
predictions on the high school boy’s lacrosse season. It will emphasize
the Indianapolis area, its teams and players and will look at the schedule
ahead, current polls and highlight games of the week. The post will be an
analysis of local lacrosse from an outside perspective.
Author’s BIO
Byron StankusConsidered the “Godfather of Indiana Lacrosse”, Byron has 35+ years of
lacrosse experience with over 25 years of coaching experience. He was
born and raised in New York and played collegiately at the University of
Arizona. He began his coaching career as the Head Coach for the Northern
Arizona University men’s club lacrosse team.
After moving to the Indianapolis area Byron helped bring lacrosse to
Indiana. He was instrumental in establishing the Indiana High School
Lacrosse Association, wrote the IHSLA’s original by-laws and served on its
board in multiple capacities. He also coached at Park Tudor, Brebeuf
Jesuit, Hamilton Southeastern and most recently at Noblesville high school.
He won a State Championship with Park Tudor 2001 and was the first nonCulver team to win the title. Byron now coaches and teaches lacrosse with
both True Lacrosse Indiana and Max Lax.

The views and opinions expressed in the Max Press articles are those of
the authors and are not a reflection of Max Lacrosse or agents of Max Lax.
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Max Lax offers indoor lacrosse programs for boys and girls 1st-12th grades.
We have a fall and winter session.
All events take place in the amazing Grand Park Event Center in Westfield, Indiana.
We also have an adult men’s league and adult post-collegiate travel lacrosse team!
If your program or school district would like to host an intro lacrosse clinic,
Max Lax has the approved US Lacrosse “soft stick” lacrosse equipment and
instructional guide that you can utilize at NO COST.
Simply email us to reserve the equipment.
Sharon@MaxLaxIndy.com

